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 ABOUT CRYPTOBLADES

CryptoBlades is a Play-to-Earn NFT game developed by Riveted Games on 

the Binance Smart Chain platform.  The game revolves around the acquisition of 

characters, as well as the ability to wield them. Players acquire SKILL tokens by 

participating in combats with their assets.

In CryptoBlades, characters are one of the main NFTs the player can possess. 

Players may trade their NFTs for SKILL on the marketplace. They can also use 

SKILL to forge unique weapons and reforge those weapons to boost their power. 

They can also stake their SKILL earnings and receive additional SKILL as a 

reward.

Aiming to provide a fun and rewarding experience for players, CryptoBlades 

will foster a healthy and enthusiastic community around blockchain gaming and 

develop an ecosystem with an unique Play-to-Earn mechanism to satisfy all 

gamers around the world.



 NFT MARKETING

After evaluating the project, TokenMinds 

recommends applying marketing tactics on 

SKILL token and their NFT gaming platform to 

maximize their customers' motivations to 

purchase their tokens and NFTs.



NO MARKET EXPOSURE

NO STRONG COMMUNITY

NOT HAVING A
SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

NOT ENOUGH INVESTORS
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 THE PROBLEM



Marketing Strategy
TokenMinds created a two-month 

marketing plan to strengthen the 

project after consulting with the 

CryptoBlades team. It includes PR 

exposure, content planning, 

community expansion, social media 

growth, and influencer marketing.

CRYPTOBLADES



TokenMinds helped with the complete content creation with 

customized copies and visuals. Content includes PR, articles, 

social media content, and promotional materials.

 CONTENT CREATION



 

As one of the effective marketing tactics, TokenMinds 

connected the project with reputational crypto media to 

help it build customer trust and establish brand identity. 

Meanwhile, we provided high-quality content creation and 

distribution to top-tier publications,

resulting in 15 million visits to CryptoBlades.

PR PUBLICATION

We leveraged the strong network of the Asia and Southeast Asian Media. 

Meanwhile, we reached out to investors in Europe, North America, South 

America, and Oceania to maximize the sales volume of SKILL tokens.



 PR SAMPLES



03 SOCIAL MEDIA

To attract quality audiences and followers, TokenMinds used 

a proven social media growth strategy with high-quality 

filters and the right hashtags.

+1,000%
Followers

+5,000%
Engagements



COMMUNITY GROWTH

We made a customized community growth 

plan and focused on organic growth by 

outreaching to target audiences through 

community promotion and influencer 

promotion campaigns. As a result, we gained 

10k members in 3 months for MMAON, which 

led to their IEO success.
Community
   Building

Community
   Growth

Community
Management

+10,000 Organic Community 
Member Growth
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Telegram promotion in 

top-tier channels and 

reached over 500k 

crypto audiences

Telegram Influencer

Promoted the project 

to over 200k Twitter 

audiences

Twitter Influencer

Outreached to over 

300k Twitter audiences 

& crypto fans

Twitter Influencer Retweets

 Influencer Promotion



 Influencer Promotion Samples



2021

03 SKILL TOKEN REPORT

TokenMinds helped CryptoBlades with the PR and Influencer 

promotion campaigns. We organized online AMAs and grew 

their social media channels and community before their launch. 

In one month, SKILL tokens trading volume drastically increased. 

The token hit its all-time-high market cap of 800 Million in July 

since its inception.

SKILL TOKEN PRICE RAISE FROM $0.50 to 
$204 in July upon gaming launch.



COMMUNITY TWITTER WEBSITE VISITS TOKEN HOLDERS

03 CRYPTOBLADES ACHIEVEMENTS

10,000+ Community Growth +1,000% Twitter 
Followers

+1,500% Websites Visits +2,500% SKILL Token 
Holders



THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION

TokenMinds is not responsible for any errors or omissions or the results 
obtained from the use of this information. All information in this case 

study is provided “as is” with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, 
timeliness, or the results obtained from the use of this information.


